3M and Discovery Education are inviting students in Grades 5–8 to harness the potential of STEM innovation and imagine a better future. Dozens of students are named winners every year in the 3M Young Scientist Challenge. Sample prizing for winners includes a Grand Prize of $25K and an exclusive one-on-one mentorship with a 3M scientist!

Don’t Wait, Enter Today!
All it takes is a 1–2 minute video submission explaining students’ unique solution.

Enter in minutes at YoungScientistLab.com
Challenge Closes: April 27, 2023 | 8pm EST

Connecting Students To 3M Scientists
The Top 10 National Finalists in the 3M Young Scientist Challenge get to spend a summer collaborating with a dedicated 3M Mentor. Students will hone their ideas with help from real-world STEM pros, whose guidance provides inspiration well beyond the challenge.

Rock the Resources
Find all the information and inspiration needed to engage students from every background in this special project-based learning opportunity at YoungScientistLab.com. A comprehensive toolkit of challenge resources includes Entry Topics, FAQs, Rules, Challenge Support Resources and more.

Questions? Contact us: ysc@discoveryed.com | #YoungScientist

Visit YoungScientistLab.com to Learn More